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300MM SHOCKWAVE LINE TRIMMER ATTACHMENT (EM409MP) 191N47-

0 BY MAKITA

When you choose Makita Outdoor

Power Equipment, you choose to be

part of something bigger. Our

complete line up of cordless outdoor

solutions will revolutionisethe way you

work -empowering you with over a

century of knowledge and expertise in

crafting the world's most reliable

tools. With the support of the world's

largest 18V cordless system, you can

be sure our outdoor equipment will

get the job done and more -no petrol

or cord needed.

The 191N47-0 (EM409MP) 330mm Straight Shaft Line

Trimmer Attachment is the perfect addition to Makita's range

of Multi-Function Powerhead attachments. Suitable with nylon

line and plastic cutting blades, EM409MP provides a 330mm

max cutting width, perfect for long grass and keeping edges

maintained. The new narrow guard design provides a better

line of sight to the cutting attachment and the grass being

cut. Compatible with Makita's range of Multi-Function

Powerheads, the EM409MP provides maximum power and

performance for any task and weighing only 1.2kg, keeps the

overall tool weight at a minimum, minimizing user fatigue

SKU Option Part # Price

8728287 191N47-0 $229

Model

Type Line Trimmer

SKU 8728287

Part Number 191N47-0

Barcode 088381574709

Brand Makita

Technical - Main

Cutting Capacity - Width 330mm (13â� )

Motor Speed - No Load
DUX18 - Lo â� 5,000rpm | Hi

â� 7,100rpm

Spindle Thread M10 x 1.25LH

Packaging + Shipping

Shipping Weight (Gross) 1.48 kg
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whilst working. High Power â€“ provides up to 7,100rpm to

take on thick, tough grasses and shrubs. Lightweight

Design â€“ weighing only 1.2kg as an attachment allows

the total tool weight to be kept at a minimum to reduce user

fatigue. Nylon Head/Plastic Blade Use Only â€“ not

applicable with metal cutting blades but still provides the

versatility to take on long grasses. Lever Lock System â€“

allows for quick installation and replacement of attachments

minimizing hold-ups whilst working thanks to the toolless

lever lock system. Narrow Guard Design â€“ provides the

user with a better line of sight to the nylon head, leading to

more accurate trimming.

Maximum cutting width of 330mm

Narrow guard can be used with nylon line and plastic cutting

blades

No-load speed up to 7,100rpm

Lever lock system allows for quick installation and

replacement

Compatible with DUX60 and EX2650LH
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